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I did quick draft version of slides and will update it with descriptions in a 
future when needed.
All these steps are relative to client’s needs: some need all, some need 
only parts of it.
In a year 2004-2005 I was working with Speeddating project and took a lot 
of experience from it. But now I do dating process differently - our process 
should fit needs of most clients - not only those who search in the real 
World, but first of all those who use dating apps.
We study and monitor almost 100 dating apps.
Also we hugely upgraded modern rules of dating including a lot of latest 
discoveries and also including classical old school dating rules that work 
everywhere.
There also are much more improvements. And in a future we wish to start 
our own dating app with an Artificial Intellignce technology as must.



Our process consists of 3 large 
phases and many small steps

Depending on client we can open these details or just ask 
questions using this set of phases and smaller steps



Preparation is everything. Janis Spindel, VIP 
dating expert

Successful dating starts and ends within our 
mind, i.e. how we approach the process, how 
positive we are and whether we have a dating 

plan. Bela Gandhi, dating expert, Chicago



We dramatically speed up the dating process 
- people get matched in months instead of 

3-5 years or more.



Phases

1. preparation - largest ant most 
important phase, where we put approx 
80% of our effort;

2. search - online, IRL or both;
3. communication - contact and the 

rest, including choosing the One.



Preparation. Phase-1



Checking motivation

We will find out how strong the desire and maturity is to seek and start a 
relationship. This is essential for both the client and us, as it determines the speed 
and quality of the whole dating process.

We will also find out if the person has let go of the past, because without this it is 
impossible to start a new relationship.



Game rules and plan

Why do we first get to know the real rules of modern dating?

Dating becomes a wonderful game when we have at least a minimal knowledge of 
the real rules of modern dating. 

The real rules of modern dating - which you need to know at least a minimum 
before you start - make dating a wonderful game. Getting to know the rules;



What will I give, what is my value (my positive and 
negative qualities)?

We will help you to make a self-assessment to find out your real value on the 
dating market - who you really are, your pros and cons from the point of view of 
your other half. We will make a self-description (a list of personal qualities) for your 
dating profile. We will clarify what your dating goal is and your maturity to build a 
relationship.

Here we do background check



What will I take or what values, what qualities am I 
looking for in person I search for?

During the consultation you will fill in a questionnaire-test to help you find out what 
are the most important qualities of a person (or people, e.g. friends) that you really 
need, and what is the value range of the dating market? We will make a portrait of 
the qualities of the person you are looking for and purify it at least three times.



Improvement, upgrade the body, feelings or mind

Maybe you need to improve your health, your teeth, lose some weight, go on a 
diet, get rid of a bad habit, gain discipline, better hygiene, or get to bed on time? 
Maybe you need to buy better clothes, consult an image specialist, get your hair 
done?

Maybe client needs to read a book about relationship psychology or go to self 
esteem upgrading workshops?



Profile photo and description. Profile optimization

Profile photo and description. Profile optimization

Special photographs for dating. Separate additional price for the photographer if 
the client wants a professional photo shoot according to our instructions.

We will write the text of the introduction together. Profile optimization.

We will create a dating profile together



Search. Phase-2



Apps & Dating Sites. Internet search.

Selection, instruction, registration, protection against romantic SCAM (scams). 
Selection of dating apps/websites and help with registration (consultation);

How many profiles to view? Selection and optimization of selection/compatibility 
filters. We help you set up your selection filters, advise you on how to search 
(consultation)



Search in the real world 

What are the most effective live dating methods? Through a friend? At work? In 
leisure clubs? When to give "work" to friends and relatives? How to meet in 
different situations in the form of innocent play without losing self-esteem? 



Matching with people from our database



Communication. Phase-3



Icebreaking of conversation / communication

Breaking the ice in verbal communication. Communicating correctly in writing, 
voice and video. Finding out the applicant's motivation: what is his or her real 
dating goal and maturity for the relationship? Five essential questions (for the 
applicant and for yourself). Written instructions and advice (description + 
consultation)



First date and meetings in the real world

Advice on how to prepare for and participate in live dating and offline real-world 
dating in general. (Consultation)

After each date, we follow-up to see how things went and if needed, make minor 
adjustments until you find The One. We do the same -  citation from 
https://www.theone-matchmaking.ch/?fbclid=IwAR2DICzJC55V3ZwjqZ_2fQZ9Yra
Tw6QjK2Z5UIrdAZGSc-0W8dR8Amsy_bY 

https://www.theone-matchmaking.ch/?fbclid=IwAR2DICzJC55V3ZwjqZ_2fQZ9YraTw6QjK2Z5UIrdAZGSc-0W8dR8Amsy_bY
https://www.theone-matchmaking.ch/?fbclid=IwAR2DICzJC55V3ZwjqZ_2fQZ9YraTw6QjK2Z5UIrdAZGSc-0W8dR8Amsy_bY


Tests & final selection from the pool of pretendents

If you have at least pool of 2 persons to choose there is not so easy to choose. 
And more persons - more difficulty. So we will give special questions and criteria 
to consider, to analyse, to meditate and do final selection from the list of 
pretendents. (Consultation)



When intimacy, engagement and other important events?

This is a difficult question with a variety of answers and still depends on the case



Follow up after wedding - relationships counseling



Our contacts

www.malonususipazinti.lt 

+37062545261 English, Lithuanian, Russian

malonususipazinti1@gmail.com 

https://www.malonususipazinti.lt/
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